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flower color: Red to deep pink

foliage:  Medium green

size: 3–4' h x 3' w

flower color: Brick orange

foliage:  Dark green

size: 2½' h x 2½' w

Cherries & Champagne™
‘Meilkonque’  

Pointed buds appear on a vigorous 
shrub. The double blooms offer a 
unique and multilayered color-
changing effect, with the primary 
color transitioning from red to 
pink underlined by the pale-yellow 
petal reverse finishing a delicate 
cream. Glossy foliage and a sweet 
fragrance make this rose irresistible. 
Above average disease resistance for 
a Hybrid Tea.  

Desert Sky™
‘Meillersroc’ PPTBS

This brick orange rose has 
undertones of mauve and cedar, 
offering color with as much 
depth as a West Coast sunset. Its 
performance on the West Coast 
is excellent for a bloom with this 
coloration. Vigorous on its own 
roots, it stays compact in the 
landscape and is an abundant 
bloomer. Its light, spicy fragrance 
is reminiscent of cinnamon. 

floribundahybrid tea

flower color: Yellow

foliage:  Dark green

size: 3–4' h x 3' w

 

foliage:  Medium green

size:  4½' h x 3' w

Easy Bee-zy™ Knock Out®
‘SRPylwko’ PPAF

An outstanding addition to the 
Knock Out® family, this yellow rose 
continuously produces very bright 
blooms with long-lasting color. 
It offers a light citrus fragrance 
and a single petal display that is 
alluring to pollinators. The plant is 
vigorous and overall demonstrates 
excellent resistance to black spot, 
rust, and mildew.

Orange Glow™ Knock Out®
‘Radslam’ PPAF

Finally, an orange Knock Out® 
rose! This luminescent beauty 
boasts double orange blooms that 
display shades of coral, pink, and 
yellow throughout the cuplike 
petals. Moderate light at dusk and 
dawn will set its coloration and fair 
foliage glowing. Its incredible rust 
resistance makes it a top-performer 
in every climate and a standout on 
the West Coast. 

landscape shrub landscape shrub
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flower color: Orange with coral, 
yellow, and pink 



bloomables® bloomables®hybrid teafloribunda

flower color: Electric pink

foliage:  Medium to dark green

size: 3½–4' h x 2' w

flower color: Medium pink

foliage:  Dark green

size: Up to 6' h x 2–3' w

flower color: Deep pink

foliage:  Dark green

size: 18" h x 18" w

flower color: Red

foliage:  Dark green

size:  18" h x 18" w

PowerPuff ™ Pink
‘Spropuff’ PPTBS

Electric pink, non-fading blossoms 
cover this compact Floribunda in 
clusters of 6–8 blooms per stem. 
Its rounded buds are reminiscent 
of peonies, as are its numerous 
petals. New buds are continuously 
produced, keeping a steady 
color appeal. Expect a moderate 
lemongrass fragrance. A vigorous 
own-root rose. 

Romantica® Ball Gown™
‘Meipapey’ PPTBS

As expected for an addition to 
the Romantica® series, this rose 
produces lush pink blooms with 
over 100 petals each. Its intense 
fragrance can be described as 
classic rose with notes of grass and 
powder. This own-root Hybrid Tea 
rose demonstrates vigorous growth 
and excellent disease resistance 
across the country. 

Sunblaze® Dragon Fruit
‘Meiheliot’ PPTBS

The most disease-resistant Sunblaze® 
rose ever introduced! A delightful, 
deep-pink-to-red rose that blooms 
abundantly on a vigorous plant. 
Its compact, bushy habit makes 
it a fun and colorful selection for 
use as a hedge or border. Turn 
benches quickly with this bright 
impulse buy.

Sunblaze® Watermelon
‘Meipateq’ PPTBS 

Saturated red flowers open to 
reveal 50 cuplike petals per bloom 
on this miniature rose. It offers 
a vigorous growth habit and 
excellent resistance to disease. The 
bright color encourages impulse 
buys and quick-turn sales at retail. 
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